Embedded rate scalable video coding allows for the extraction of coded visual information at continuously varying bit rates from a single compressed bitstream. This is a very attractive feature for many multimedia communication applications. Motion estimation (ME) /motion compensation (MC) techniques are widely employed in various video coding systems to reduce temporal information redundancy. One of the major challenging problems in ME/MC based rate scalable video coding is how to generate the prediction frame from the previous frame to match the current frame. This problem is more difficult in rate scalable coding than in fixed rate coding because the decoding data rate is unavailable to the encoder. We propose an adaptive frame prediction scheme for foveation scalable video coding (FSVC), which is a new video coding algorithm that combines a foveation-based human visual system (HVS) model with a wavelet-based rate scalable coding algorithm. The new frame prediction algorithm provides an adaptive mechanism to control the prediction errors while reduce error propagation.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been two interesting research trends that are very promising and may lead to significantly better video codecs in the near future. The first trend is to embed human visual system (HVS) models into the coding system. It is well accepted that perceived image and video quality does not correlate well with peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) [1, 2] , which is still widely used to test video quality. Although the current understanding of the HVS still is insufficient to provide a precise, generic and robust algorithm to measure perceived image and video quality in all circumstances, it is believed that an appropriate HVS model that takes advantage of some wellunderstood HVS features can significantly help to improve the current state-of-the-art image and video coding algorithms. Various HVS features can be employed to improve the video coding systems. The most widely used characteristics include the spatial texture masking effect, and the perceptual variances of the spatial and temporal frequency error sensitivities. Another useful human visual characteristic is the foveation feature, which stands for the fact that the visual resolution of the HVS is highest around the point of fixiation (foveation point) and decreases rapidly with the increasing eccentricity.
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The second recent trend in video coding research is to develop rate scalable coding techniques [3] [4] [5] , which allow for the extraction of coded visual information at continuously varying data rates from a single compressed bitstream. This feature is especially suited for video transmission over heterogeneous, multi-user, dynamic and interactive networks such as the Internet. Following these two trends, we proposed [6] a new waveletbased video coding scheme called foveation scalable video coding (FSVC), which is a highly rate scalable video coding method that attempts to optimize foveated visual quality at arbitrary bit rate within the bandwidth range. A foveation-based HVS model plays an important role in the system. More information about how the model is developed and how it is used for image and video coding is given in [6] [7] [8] .
Motion estimation (ME) / motion compensation (MC) techniques are widely employed in many video coding systems to reduce temporal information redundancy. In ME/MC based video coding algorithms, a prediction frame is generated from the previous reference frame via ME/MC to estimate the current frame. The prediction error frame, instead of the original current frame, is encoded. If the prediction is good, then the prediction error is small and thus better compression is expected. At the decoder side, the decoded current frame is achieved by adding the prediction frame obtained from MC and the decoded prediction error frame. One of the major challenges in ME/MC based continuously rate scalable video coding is how to do frame prediction. It is more complicated than fixed rate coding because the decoding data rate is unknown to the encoder. This leads to inconsistent reference frames at the encoder and the decoder. The inconsistency is a source of error and the error may propagate to the frames that follow. In [3, 4] , a control mechanism is proposed to avoid the error propagation problem with the sacrifice of prediction precision and coding efficiency.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose an adaptive frame prediction algorithm for FSVC. In Section 2, we give a brief review of FSVC. Section 3 discusses the methods to solve the frame prediction problem and introduces our new adaptive prediction method. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
REVIEW OF FOVEATION SCALABLE VIDEO CODING SYSTEM
Based on some recently published psychovisual research results on HVS's foveation feature, we proposed a foveation-based visual sensitivity model [7, 8] . An example is shown in Figure 1 .
With this model, a foveation-based HVS weighting mask can be calculated in both spatial and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. The DWT decomposition architecture and an example of the DWT domain weighting mask is shown in Figure 2 [8] . In practice, it is necessary to allow multiple foveation points because there may exist multiple points attracting the human observer's attention and there may be multiple users watching the video simultaneously. It is also reasonable to set the foveation points at areas where the human eyes are very sensitive to errors. This is actually an extension of the foveation concept.
Similar to many other video coding algorithms, FSVC first divides the input video sequence into groups of pictures (GOPs). Each GOP has one intra coding frame (I frame) at the beginning and the rest are predictive coding frames (P frames). The general framework for the encoding of I frames and P frames is shown in Figure 3 , where only the gray components are related to I frames.
For an I frame, we first apply DWT and obtain the wavelet coefficients. The foveation-based HVS weighting mask is computed and employed to weight the visual importance of the wavelet coefficients. Embedded bit plane coding algorithms such as SPIHT [9] have been widely adopted for rate scalable image and video coding. We use a modified SPIHT algorithm [8] to encode the weighted wavelet coefficients. For the encoding of the P frames, two instead of one version of the previous frames are employed to generate the reference frame. One is the original previous frame. The other is a feedback decoded version of the previous frame. This is different from other video coding algorithms. Block-based motion estimation is applied and the reference frame is motion compensated on a block basis and subtracted from the original current frame to create the prediction error frame. The DWT is then applied to the prediction error frame, and the resulting coefficients are weighted and encoded with the modified SPIHT.
The methods to select foveation points for I frames and P frames are different. For I frames, we put the foveation points at the regions of interest (ROIs). Specifically, we set the face regions as the ROIs and a face detection algorithm is employed. A different strategy is used for the foveation point selection of P frames. The reason is that P frames are not encoded directly, but rely on their previous frames. Only the difference between the current frame and the prediction from the previous frame is of interest to us. FSVC mainly selects foveation points in the regions whose prediction errors are larger than a threshold value. Since human observers' attention is very likely to fixate on ROIs, even very small movements or changes there are likely to be noticed. Therefore, we use a smaller threshold in the ROIs, thus small changes in ROIs may generate foveation points. In Figure 4 , an I frame in the "News" sequence, the following P frame, and the spatial domain weighting mask created from the foveation point selection of the P frame are shown.
ADAPTIVE FRAME PREDICTION
In fixed rate ME/MC based video coding algorithms, a common choice for frame prediction is to use the feedback decoded previous frame as the reference frame for the prediction of the current frame. With this choice, the prediction frames are exactly the same at the encoder and the decoder. However, this choice is impossible for continuously rate scalable coding because the decoding bit rate is the choice of the decoder and is unavailable to the encoder. There are several solutions to this problem.
The first solution simply uses the original motion compensated frames to do the prediction. Since the original frames are not available at the decoder, the prediction frames at the encoder and the decoder sides are different, sometimes of very large difference. The consequence is that very good frame prediction at the encoder side may produce bad prediction at the decoder side. In addition, the bad prediction error will propagate to all the follwing P frames in the same GOP. The second solution is to define a low base bit rate and use the decoded and motion compensated frame at the base bit rate as the prediction. This idea had been used in [3, 4] . The advantage of this solution is that the prediction frames at the encoder and the decoder are exactly the same. Therefore, significant error propagation problems are avoided. However, if the decoding bit rate is much higher than the base bit rate, large prediction errors will occur. For example, suppose we have a texture region that does not change between frames. At an I frame, the region is encoded at a high bit rate with high quality. Since there is no change between frames, very good prediction with almost zero prediction error is expected. However, with the second prediction solution, the low base rate decoded frame (with low quality) is selected to do the prediction. This leads to poor prediction and the fine textures of the regions are actually encoded repeatedly. Consequently, this solution results in less precise prediction and less efficient compression.
Our adaptive prediction algorithm is a new solution to this problem, where the original motion compensated frame and the base bit rate decoded and motion compensated frame are combined to make a prediction. The combination is adaptively changed with the foveation-based HVS model. The new frame prediction algorithms are shown in Figure 5 . At the encoder, there are two reference frames. One is the previous frame from the original sequence, and the other is the previous frame decoded from the base bit rate. The same motion compensation process is applied to both of them and generates two motion compensated reference frames. These two frames are combined by the spatial domain foveation weighting model. Let W S (x) be the normalized weight at location x, where the value range of W S (x) is [0, 1]. Let I O (x) and I B (x) be the pixel values at location x of the motion compensated original reference frame and base rate decoded reference frame, respectively. Then the combined encoder prediction value I E (x) is given by:
At the decoder, the weighting information is decoded and calculated in exactly the same way as in the encoder. There are also two versions of the reference frames. One is the previous frame decoded from the base rate. The other is the previous frame decoded at the current decoding bit rate. Motion compensation is applied to both reference frames. Let I C (x) be the pixel values at location x of the motion compensated reference frame at the current decoding bit rate, then the combined decoder prediction value I D (x) is:
The idea behind the weighting equations (1) and (2) is that for the difficult prediction regions, more weight is given to the base rate motion compensated reference frames, while for the easy prediction regions, more weight is given to the high quality motion compensated reference frames. The frame predictions at the encoder and decoder are not exactly the same. Subtracting (2) from (1) Therefore, the prediction difference at the encoder and the decoder is small. By this way, the error propagation is well controlled. Also note that at the easy prediction regions, the value of W S (x) is small and the actual prediction in (1) and (2) is mainly from I O (x) and I C (x). Since I O (x) and I C (x) are from high quality prediction frames, their prediction values are much better than the poor prediction of I B (x). By this way, the prediction accuracy is improved. We implemented the adaptive algorithm and compared the coding results with the standard codecs. Enhanced visual quality is achieved for specific video sequences such as the 'News' sequence.
CONCLUSIONS
Frame prediction is a very challenging problem in ME/MC based rate scalable video coding. We proposed an adaptive frame prediction algorithm for FSVC. By using the new frame prediction algorithm, error propagation is well controlled, while at the same time, better frame prediction is achieved. . Left: an I frame in the "News" sequence; Center: the following P frame; Right: the foveated weighing mask of the P frame.
